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In tr o d uc ti o n
Hidden is an app that gives the user the opportunity to learn more about their local
environment and the history in the area. This is possible through a map that is filled with
little information boxes, that you as a user are able to press on and learn more.
We were able to assess the app while creating this report, and debate on how well it’s
working. The group assessed the app in two categories; what at the moment works and is
useful, and what needs to be improved or simply removed.
We as a group chose to focus on the dissemination of the places and stories that Hidden
offers. Here we looked at how the app is able to improve the storytelling, so it becomes
more welcoming and interesting for the user to dive into. Since we as a group tested the
app, we decided that the target group should be young adult between 15 and 25 years
old.
The group also chose to restrict this report to evaluate the category “kulturminder”, which
is the largest category, but also the one that we as a group assessed needed the biggest
change or proposals for alternative gadgets.
It has therefore not been the groups direct focus to reinvent Hidden, but on the contrary
work on the current state of the app, to see which gadgets could improve the storytelling
as a whole.
It is important for us, to constantly keep the good storytelling as a central focus in this
report, as Hidden has great potential of succeeding in this. Therefore we wanted to
examine how the visual material could be more obvious, through pictures of the
locations from modern day, but also thorugh archives and illustrations if possible. The
group has also suggested improvements in the information, through updated texts and
audio readings.

Abo ut us
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None of the group members had been familiar with Hidden before this examination of the app.
This gave us the opportunity to look at the app with fresh eyes, and be able to evaluate it without
earlier bias. The group consists of Media production, Media design from third year and Journalism
from second year.

Meth o d
We evaluated the app through three different qualities; interface, pedagogical functions and
appeal to younger users. Here we established five points to each of the qualities and made an
evaluation of each. We assessed the different points through a scale of five different degrees,
which are the following:
1. Not a problem, can be used as it is
2. Cosmetic problem, can be fixed with simple improvements
3. An obvious problem, can be fixed through moderate effort
4. A serious problem, must be changed through a time consuming effort
5. Catastrophe, must be changed or deleted from the app
Furthermore, we have had a chance to go out in the field and test the app in different situations
that we found relevant, for example through testing their AR function. This was necessary to test,
in order to find out whether the AR function should be visible in Hiddens original app.

Eva l ua ti o n
A mi ssi n g me n u
A serious problem, must be changed through a time consuming effort

Pro ble m 1
It was a mutual confusion that brought us to this first point, that we feel the need to have a main
menu in the app. Because we like the idea of having an interactive interface with multiple choices
that includes different options, we think the app needs a main menu. We also discussed that you
only get the chance to understand what Hidden is when you download the app, so it definitely
needs a common point where information can be drawn from.

Su gge s t io n 1
As in many apps, the menu appears at the bottom of the screen, which makes it manageable for
the user to consider the opportunities. We designed a beam at the bottom of the map, which
shows the different sides that you are able to enter from the main side. We discussed which
information was the most crucial for the use of this app, and decided on; Position, categories,
favorites and then a “more” option for the more in depth information
https://jougol1.wixsite.com/hidden?fbclid=IwAR0WoqOlgV544JoApr6OWKgSfSIGVdgvSYpHx-EnHHp1OUGJLsjHg6B76Kc
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On the left is how the app greets users. On the right is our design of a future menu. This shows,
that some simple tools, can give a great overview, and doesn't block the mapping design.

Vi sua l i zi n g t h e st o ry
An obvious problem, can be fixed through moderate effort

Pro ble m 2
When doing our research on Hidden, and exploring the different locations, we quickly determined
that a visual perspective was highly absent. Especially when considering that their main target
group are young people between 15-25 years old. Our attention span is decreasing, and this means
that the first few seconds of discovering an app is vital for re-visiting and actually using the app.
We especially want to focus on “kulturminner” and the opportunities of visual material in these
descriptions.

Su gge s t io n 2
A simple tool to bring more visual material into the app, is simply by adding pictures of the
locations. We did this at two different locations in the local area. Video, archive photos and
illustrations could also bring more life into the areas. We researched some archive photos, and if
they are reachable, and found a few archives of our local area from the photo collection of the
National library. The way to strengthen the visual storytelling is also with the use of sound. It would
be nice if the app could integrate an ‘on screen reading system’ or have a recording of the texts
beforehand and play it on location. This makes it more interesting to use and more interactive as
well. We illustrated this by adding a small speaker on our revamped "Volda Prestegård". This is
highlighted by the red ring.
https://jougol1.wixsite.com/hidden?fbclid=IwAR0WoqOlgV544JoApr6OWKgSfSIGVdgvSYpHx-EnHHp1OUGJLsjHg6B76Kc
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Va gue l a n gua ge o p t i o n s
Catastrophe, must be changed or deleted from the app

Pro ble m 3
The language option is quickly found, and it is manageable for the user to find and change the
language. However, when reading the actual descriptions of “kulturminner” they are not translated,
and it makes it impossible for non-norwegians to understand the history of the location. This is vital
when looking at our overall theme of “improved storytelling”, because the current app removes
the opportunity to interact with all of the possible stories Hidden offers.

Su gge s t io n 3
We discussed that the easiest solution would be for the editor to translate the language, and make
the option of an English language complete. They could also consider having a “google translate”
option, but we concluded that this would be too complicated for the regular user, to use.

AR i

d i

Hidd
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Pro ble m 4
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AR function
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Method
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we in general had trouble with combining the two apps. It is a bit confusing, that you would have to
download two separate apps. Furthermore, the original app doesn’t inform you about the
opportunity to try AR. This is troubling, as the user isn’t even aware of their own interface. It also
devalues the opportunity of great storytelling, because the technological tools that the AR function
brings with it seems to fall through.

Su gge s t io n 4
We therefore discussed a way to integrate the AR function further into the original app, in order to
strengthen the possibilities of a more dramatic storytelling, when exploring the different locations.
We chose to add a function to the original app, which tells you where the AR function is available.
This may also motivate the user to visit these places, as technical gadgets intrigues curiosity.

We wanted to create this symbol on
the original app, to give an overview
over where to user could visit these
AR experiences.

H i st o ry a n d re co mme n d a t i o n s
Cosmetic problem, can be fixed with simple improvements

Pro ble m 5
We think that the app needs to have a general overview of the places one has been to before,
either it has to be marked by the app itself or it can provide an option for the user to be able to
check that the user has been to that place. It can be presented in the style of the ‘My books’
option in Kindle or ‘My accessories’ in video games.
https://jougol1.wixsite.com/hidden?fbclid=IwAR0WoqOlgV544JoApr6OWKgSfSIGVdgvSYpHx-EnHHp1OUGJLsjHg6B76Kc
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Su gge s t io n 5
The app should have an option to rate the places based on likes and dislikes of the user and based
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on that rating, should be able to present a recommendation of similar other places. We think this
makes it more interesting to use and makes the app able to offer more to the user.

As the screenshot shows,
there are marked locations
which are green. It's a
simple tool, which makes
it easy for the user to
pinpoint places they want
to go or make an overview
of the places they already
visited.

R e -w ri t t e n i n f o rma t i o n bo xe s t o i n t ri gue t h e re a d e r
Cosmetic problem, can be fixed with simple improvements

Pro ble m 6
One of our first discoveries in Hidden, was the somewhat confusing information written for the
different “kulturminner”. The information boxes also differ in descriptions of the places, as some
have confusing almost incomprehensible texts, containing numbers and abbreviations, while
others lack text completely This is of course crucial when talking about good storytelling and it
https://jougol1.wixsite.com/hidden?fbclid=IwAR0WoqOlgV544JoApr6OWKgSfSIGVdgvSYpHx-EnHHp1OUGJLsjHg6B76Kc
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completely, as they simply don’t understand the information.
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We noticed that the app struggles between too many words to describe a place or none at all. The
app needs to have as few words as possible to describe the place but should depend more on the
visual presentation of the place than just long texts. This can get boring to people especially these
days where the attention span of the target group is very short. The texts can also be broken down
into fragments in cases of long ones to keep the user hooked and not bored.
We therefore also decided to re-write the text we found for “prestegården” in Volda, to show how
the text can be more interactive and understandable.
We also wanted to mention that the amount of “kulturminner” locations are almost overwhelming.
Some of the places are somewhat boring, and unnecessary. Therefore it might be a good solution
to set up some requirements for each location. This could be a filter for the editor to go through, in
order to secure exciting places each time.

These four screenshots are here to depict the change it makes, when we re-wrote the two
"kulturminder".

C o n c l usi o n
We concluded that the app Hidden would do better if the interface and some graphical elements
were improved. In this report, we have given examples of how we think small changes could help
the app.
Today, it's uncommon for an app to not have a main menu, so we added one. In this menu, you get
more information about the app and how to use it. As well as settings, languages, information
about AR and more. We also suggested adding a feature where you could mark information boxes
that you have already read. That way, the map would look cleaner, and you could keep track of
which boxes you have clicked on and read.
The group thinks that the apps would work better if Hidden and Hidden AR were combined
together where you could get the AR function in the base app Hidden Our idea was for the Hidden
https://jougol1.wixsite.com/hidden?fbclid=IwAR0WoqOlgV544JoApr6OWKgSfSIGVdgvSYpHx-EnHHp1OUGJLsjHg6B76Kc
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However, for the users to experience the AR, they would have to go to the location to find a QR
code. This way, we get the combination of the apps, and also get people to explore the area.
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Some of the texts in hidden are badly written or not written at all, the group tried to improve on this
by rewriting some examples and adding more visuals for the reader. Now, the new text is hopefully
more exciting and engaging to read, with pictures and examples you can see if you also visit the
place. Making the information boxes in the app more appealing to readers was an important part of
our project.

Conc lusi

The group tried to appeal to users by updating the visuals of Hidden. We didn't want it to be a total
revamp of the entire app, but small changes that we hope would improve it.

So ur c es
https://www.volda.kommune.no/tenester/bygg-eigedom-ogplan/kommuneplan/kommunedelplan-forkulturminne/kommunedelplan-for-kulturminne-volda/
https://www.orsta.kommune.no/kulturminner/_f/p112/ia71587f
5-f400-47e1-9d1a88bcdd4bfb46/kdp_kulturminne2017_14122017.pdf
https://mre.no/prestegarden-i-volda/19.2296
https://hidden.no/
https://time.com/3858309/attention-spans-goldfish/
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